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Synopsis

White matter bundle atlases play a crucial role in the segmentation of bundles and the understanding of brain connectomes.
However, the construction of streamline atlases that accurately represent the underlying population anatomy is challenging.
In this work, we present BundleAtlasing, a new method to compute population-specific bundle atlases in the space of
streamlines. The proposed approach is based on two key aspects: an iterative groupwise unbiased bundle registration, and a
pairwise bundle combination strategy. We show that our method is able to correctly generate unbiased atlases that represent
the average group anatomy of a population.

Introduction

One of the main applications of diffusion magnetic resonance imaging is determining how white matter structures vary both
within and across populations (e.g., healthy vs. disease). In this sense, white matter atlases are a useful tool as they aggregate
information across subjects and serve as a reference template for bundle reconstruction. In recent years, white matter atlases
have been created for diffusion metrics1 and bundles in both image2 and streamline space3,4. However, most of these were
built using image-based registration (as opposed to direct bundle registration) or used template-based registration, which
might result in spatially biased atlases. In fact, there are few open-source tools available5 to compute population-specific
white matter bundle templates. Here, we present BundleAtlasing, a new method for creating unbiased white matter bundle
atlases in the space of streamlines. The developed tool will be available as part of the DIPY library6.

Atlasing method

The proposed atlasing method is based on two building blocks: unbiased groupwise registration and pairwise bundle
combination as shown in Fig. 1.

The first stage aims to register all bundles to a common space that is not biased towards any specific subject, and thus, an
iterative groupwise linear bundle registration method is proposed. This approach extends the streamline-based linear
registration (SLR) method7. Starting with a pair of bundles in native space (Fig. 2A), the common approach is to consider
one of the bundles as a reference (i.e. static) and compute the transformation matrix (T) that maps the coordinates of the
moving bundle to the static bundle (Fig. 2B). This is useful for applications where an atlas has already been defined but is
not appropriate when the intention is to create a new atlas. To overcome this, our proposed unbiased bundle registration adds
an extra step: after computing the full transformation, a halfway transformation (T1) is obtained by considering only half of
the computed transformation parameters:

Then, the reciprocal transformation (T2) is computed following the same procedure, but switching the bundle considered as
static. To prevent undesired shrinking effects, transformation parameters are normalized so that the mean translation,
rotation, and shearing is zero, and the product of each scaling parameter is one.

To accomplish groupwise registration the aforementioned process is applied iteratively. In each iteration, bundles are
registered in pairs to the halfway space. The bundles become closer to each other with each iteration, until the process
converges and the bundles are considered to be in a common space. In the second stage of BundleAtlasing, bundles are
combined into a single atlas using a tree-like pairwise combination strategy as shown in Fig. 3. At each tree level, bundles
are randomly shuffled and combined in pairs. When the last level is reached, the resulting bundle is considered as the
population-specific atlas. To combine a pair of bundles, streamlines from both bundles are matched in pairs solving the

translatio = translation/2n
′

rotatio = rotation/2n′

scalin = (1 + scaling)/2g
′

shearin = shearing/2g′
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rectangular linear assignment problem8, which matches pairs of streamlines by minimizing the sum of the distances. After
that, matched streamlines are averaged and unmatched streamlines are retained unchanged.

Experiments and results

The developed method was tested on the segmented left arcuate fasciculi of 32 healthy subjects from an open-source
Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative dataset9-11.

First, the convergence of the groupwise unbiased registration was tested. To this end, all 32 bundles were iteratively
registered as previously described. During the process, the quality of the alignment was examined both visually and
numerically by measuring the average Jaccard index between all bundle pairs. As shown in Fig. 4, the iterative registration
procedure converges to a common space after 10 iterations.

Secondly, it is crucial that obtained atlases reflect the population anatomy accurately so that they can be used for group
comparisons. Thus, we tested the capacity of BundleAtlasing to differentiate populations with different average bundle size
(Fig. 5). First, values of isotropic scaling from 0.6 to 1.3 were applied to the original bundles to create structurally different
groups mimicking a real-case scenario such as an infant vs. adult study. Then, for every group, an atlas was computed and
registered to the atlas derived from the original bundles. From each registration, an estimation of the applied scaling was
retrieved. Importantly, we found a close relationship (R2=0.994) between the applied and estimated scaling, which
demonstrates that the obtained atlases are able to capture structural differences in scaling.

Discussion

In this work, a novel unbiased bundle atlasing method called BundleAtlasing is presented. We show that the proposed
approach is able to construct population-specific atlases in an unbiased fashion in streamline space. BundleAtlasing will be
freely available in the DIPY library and has multiple potential applications. In particular, it could be well suited to compute
atlases of populations differing from the commonly employed standard spaces (e.g., infants or the elderly). It may also be
useful to visualize and quantify anatomical differences between groups. Furthermore, the proposed groupwise registration is
not restricted to bundles and could be generalized to image atlasing as well. Future work will focus on adding non-rigid
registration12 into the pipeline and testing the method on a larger collection of bundles.
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Figures

Overview of the BundleAtlasing process

A) Two bundles in native space. B) Regular bundle registration. C) Proposed unbiased bundle registration.

Pairwise tree strategy for bundle combination

Iterative groupwise bundle registration. Top: the evolution of the overall bundle alignment for increasing iterations. Bottom:
the evolution and convergence of the average Jaccard index as a function of iterations.

Testing the capacity of the atlasing procedure to capture structural differences in scaling
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